MATHEMATICS PLAN
delivering EDNEY 2020
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We are excellent at teaching and learning

OUR PLAN
The Mathematics Plan outlines our approach to teaching and learning
Mathematics at Edney Primary School. The plan seeks to lay the
foundations of our program, and give guidance to staff to make
professional judgements in achieving the balance between explicit
instruction, hands-on experience, investigation and problem solving
with ample opportunity for repeated practice and consolidation of
knowledge, skills and understanding.
Our school uses Stepping Stones as its core mathematics instruction
resource to provide a connected curriculum across the school. It is
important that this program is supplemented with opportunities to
apply concepts in unfamiliar and authentic contexts, to practice and
experience using a range of resources, and to develop mathematical
skills and fluency across all content and proficiency strands.

OUR BELIEFS ABOUT TEACHING MATHEMATICS
All students can learn
mathematics to the best of
their ability
A commitment to common
outcomes signals a belief that
all students can be successful
learners of mathematics. A
situation where less is expected
of and achieved by certain
groups of students is not
acceptable.
Learning mathematics is an
active and productive process
Learning is not simply about
the transfer of knowledge from
one person to another. Rather,
students need to construct their
own mathematical knowledge
in their own way and at a pace
that enables them to make sense
of the mathematical situations
and ideas they encounter. A
developmental learning
approach is based on this notion
of learning. It recognises that
not all students learn in the
same way, through the same
processes, or at the same rate.
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Common outcomes do not
imply common curriculum

Successful mathematics
learning is robust learning

The explicit statement of the
outcomes expected for all
students help teachers to make
decisions about the curriculum.
However, the outcomes are not
a curriculum. If all students are
to succeed to the best of their
ability on commonly agreed
outcomes, different curricula
will not only be possible, but
also be necessary. Teachers
must decide what curriculum
is needed for their students to
achieve the outcomes.

Robust learning, which focuses
on students’ achieving the
mathematics outcomes fully
and in depth, is essential if
learning is to be sustained
over the long term. A focus
on short-term performance or
procedural knowledge at the
expense of robust knowledge
places students ‘at risk’ of
not continuing to progress
throughout the years of
schooling.

Professional judgement is
central in teaching
It is the responsibility of
teachers to provide all students
with the conditions necessary for
them to achieve the outcomes.
This responsibility requires
teachers to make continual
professional judgements about
what to teach, to whom, and
how.

Learning is helped by clarity of
purpose for students as well as
teachers
Learning is likely to be enhanced
if students understand what kind
of learning activity they should
be engaged in at any particular
time. This means helping
students to distinguish between
tasks that provide practice of
an already learned procedure
and tasks that are intended
to develop understanding of
mathematical concepts and
processes.
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THE MATHEMATICS BLOCK STRUCTURE
The Mathematics Block is a
session that occurs every day
in classrooms at Edney Primary
School. The minimum session
length for Early Childhood is 60
minutes, but classes should aim
for extended blocks 2 - 3 times
per week. Classes from Years 3
to 6 should have a Mathematics
Block of at least 90 minutes daily.

60
MIN

EARLY CHILDHOOD

90
MIN

YEARS 3 - 6

The form of the Mathematics
Block varies from Junior to Upper
Primary, but the sense of flow and
connection between each aspect
should be similar in each phase of
learning.

Teachers choose the strategies
and processes, from those
specified in Phase of Development
Mathematics Plans to suit the
needs of their particular students.
All strategies and processes must
be reflective of the pedagogy
detailed in the Edney Primary
School Mathematics Plan.
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MENTAL MATHEMATICS STRATEGIES
Mental computation refers to doing calculations ‘in your head’ and involves much more than
recall of basic facts. It is not necessarily quicker than written computation; sometimes it will be
slower. Its importance lies in its portability and flexibility.
Students rarely get better at mental computation from practising written computation.
As students proceed through the primary years, they should develop an increasing repertoire of
mental strategies to assist in calculating and estimating mentally. An overview of recommended
Mental Mathematics strategies is included below, along with a scope and sequence to suggest
when to introduce and teach these strategies.
STRATEGY
Subitise

DESCRIPTION & EXAMPLE
Subitising is the ability to instantaneously recognise the number of
objects in a small group without the need to count them.

Count On

Have students say which number they are able to count on from when
adding small collections, e.g. 3+2. Think of two, now count on three
more. Think of three, now count on two more. Think of four and count on
three more. Try thinking of five and counting on three more. Ask: What
other numbers could you think of, then add three more on? Does it always
give the same result as counting them all?
Fact families are three numbers that are related, for instance for 5, 7 and
12, you can make 5+7=12, 7+5=12, 12-5=7 and 12-7=5.
Have students use doubling to add. For example, 39+47 could be changed
to 30, add 40, add eight and eight. Give students a series of additions
(e.g. 36+55, 18+49, 67+88) and ask: What double would be helpful for
each?
For addition and subtraction operations, students remove the 0s,
complete the operation, and then tack the 0 back on.
Turnaround facts show you are able to add and multiply numbers in any
order (you are able to turn them around) and the answer will not change.
This is known as the commutative property of addition or multiplication.
A method of learning subtraction by counting backwards from the first
number in the problem to get the answer.
The “Rainbow Facts” are pairs of numbers whose sum is 10.
Give students an example of another student’s thinking to try. For
example: Abbey did 58 + 37 by taking two from the 37 and adding it to 58
to make 60. Then she added 60 to 35 to get 95. Have students try Abbey’s
strategy of moving parts from one to another for: 19 + 21, 22 + 34, 39 +
12. Ask: why did you move that bit? What compatible numbers did you
make?
Have students visualise counting on and back on a number line or 100
chart to solve an addition or subtraction problem. For example: 24 + 37;
start from the tens, repeat, starting from ones. Ask: what did you say
to yourself when you started from the tens? What did you say when you
started from the ones? Which way is easier to keep track of the answer?
Draw out that it is easier to remember the bits in our head if we do the
tens first because we keep saying the new number as we go, e.g. 37,47,57
and four more is 61.
Chunking is repeated subtraction of the divisor and multiples of the
divisor. The purpose of chunking is for students to be able to think about
the relationship between multiplication and division.

Fact Families
Skip Counting / Doubles

Add Zero
Turnarounds

Count Back
Rainbow Facts
Compensating

Front-end Loading

Chunking
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE FOR MENTAL MATHEMATICS
1
2

K

PP

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5-6

Counting
Principles

Subitise

Subitise

Subitise

Subitise

Rainbow Facts

Rainbow Facts

Doubles, Near
Doubles

Front Loading

Bridge Through Ten

Bridge Through Ten
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Count On

4
5

Count On

Count On

Count On

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

Skip Counting

Skip Counting

Skip Counting

Bridge Back
Through Ten

Bridge Back
Through Ten

Front Loading

Front Loading

Front Loading

Compensating

6
7

Turnarounds

Turnarounds

Turnarounds

Landmark
Numbers

Landmark
Numbers
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Fact Families

Fact Families

Fact Families

Number Splitting

Number Splitting

9

Review

Front Loading

Front Loading

Compensating

Use
Relationships

Count Back

Count Back

Count Back

Chunking for
Addition

Chunking for
Addition

2

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

3

Rainbow Facts

Rainbow Facts

Rainbow Facts

Open Number Line
Addition

Open Number Line
Addition

Use
Relationships

Use
Relationships

Compatible
Numbers

1

Subitise

Add Zero

4
5

Double

Rainbow Fact
Subtraction

Rainbow Fact
Subtraction

Rainbow Fact
Subtraction

Open Number Line
Subtraction

Open Number Line
Subtraction
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Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

7

Doubles

Doubles

8

Doubles

Zig Zag Addition

Zig Zag Addition

Rainbow Facts

Use
Relationships

Bridging

9

Near Doubles

Near Doubles

Near Doubles

Zig Zag
Subtraction

Zig Zag
Subtraction

10

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

Halve

Halve

Halve

Chunking for
Subtraction

Chunking for
Subtraction

Use
Relationships

Use
Relationships

1

Count On

Skip Counting

2
3
4

Change the Order

Change the Order

Change the Order

Chunking for
Subtraction

Chunking for
Subtraction

5

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

Subtraction
undoes Addition

Subtraction
undoes Addition

Subtraction
undoes Addition

Rounding

Rounding

Use
Relationships

Compensate
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Fact Families

7
8

Adding Zero

Adding Zero

Adding Zero

Estimating

Estimating

9

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

Open Number

Open Number

10
1

Partitioning

Count On

2
3

Add Zero

4
5

Compensating
Multiply in Parts
Secret Code

Friendly Numbers

Friendly Numbers

Friendly Numbers

Secret Code

Review

Review

Review

Review

Review

Number Splitting

Number Splitting

Number Splitting

Chunking for
Multiplication

Chunking for
Multiplication

Bridging

Use Factors

Secret Code

Secret Code

Rounding

Chunking for
Division

Chunking for
Division

Review

Use Factors

Revision

Revision

Revision

Revision

Revision

Revision

Revision

Revision

Revision

Revision

Skip Counting

8
9

Compensating
Use Relationships

Double

6
7

Open Number
Compensation

Fact Families
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EXPLICIT TEACHING
Explicit instruction is an essential part
of the Edney Primary School Whole
School Mathematics Plan. Explicit
instruction refers to the process
whereby teachers make the skills and
knowledge to be learnt explicit to the
student.
The teacher then directly assists
the student to acquire the skills and
knowledge involved. The key point
with explicit instruction is that the
student is aware of the skills and
knowledge to be acquired and is
actively involved in the acquisition
process.
The student is provided with
opportunities to gain competence with
these skills and knowledge, and then to
use them in practical and meaningful
activities.
Teachers develop classroom lessons
which move systematically from
extensive teacher input and little
student responsibility to total student
responsibility and minimal teacher
involvement at the conclusion of the
learning cycle.

Direct Explanation
•
•
•
•

objective is stated
What – Today we will be…. (state outcome)
Why – We need to learn this so that….
How – I will know this when… (share
assessment tool)
• clear, precise and student-friendly language
• ensure vocabulary is pre-taught
• link to prior knowledge

I Do (Modelling)
• time to model; think aloud (eg this is how I
would…. what I think when I…..)

• use eye contact to monitor for student
engagement and focus

• provide exemplars both strong (use to show
aspects of required level of achievement)
and weak (use to show current level of
achievement and goals for improvement)
• use precise language

We Do (Guided Practice)
• practice skill shown, directly parallel to
teacher’s demonstration

• WALK AROUND – interact with the children to
•
•

Monitoring / Feedback
• specific feedback on correct answer
• children need to explain how they
•

got the answer – make it clearly
identified
if response is incorrect, give the
correct answer and reasoning

assist with practise and modelling. Answer
questions
may need to remodel
informal assessment through observation
and discussion

You Do (Application)
• independent practise for mastery
• can be homework
• teacher circulates and monitors but pulls
back
• discuss what students are doing as they work
• some teacher feedback, provide assistance

Reflection
today we learnt....
content to be included in future ‘warm ups’
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ASSESSMENT
The primary importance of
assessment is to enhance
learning. Another purpose
is to enable the reporting
of student achievement. All
assessment must be valid,
educative, explicit, fair and
comprehensive. Student
assessment should focus
on what students can do
themselves rather than how
they are performing compared
with their peers. This requires
monitoring of each student’s
progress, assessing his or her
performance in relation to
standards and making “onbalance” judgements to
determine achievement of a
grade.

ASSESSMENT TOOLS
At Edney Primary School, the
range of assessment tools to
be used are:
• Stepping Stones Quarterly
Tests and Check-Ups;
• System Summative Reports
(teacher judgement);
• NAPLAN;
• Moderation / Common
Assessment tasks; and
• Screening tools for Early
Childhood and SAER
students.

ASSESSMENT SCHEDULE - ESSENTIAL ASSESSMENT
Teachers are responsible for the collection of this data for
their class. The whole school data collection is used alongside
teacher judgements from semester reports to monitor student
progress and achievement as well as to monitor whole school
improvement and impact of particular programs and strategies.
ASSESSMENT
Quarterly Check-Ups
Summative Reports
NAPLAN
On Entry Testing

YEARS PP - 2
By End of:
Each Term 1-3
Each Semester

YEARS 3 -6
By End of:
Each Term 1-3
Each Semester

All Year 3 and 5 students
Pre-primary students

MATHEMATICS
Decide on the
mathematics
needed to move
students on
PROFESSIONAL
JUDGEMENT

PEDAGOGY
Decide
on learning
activities
and focus

Knowledge
Experience
Evidence

STUDENTS
Observe
students and
interpret what
they say and do

USING THE EDNEY MATHEMATICS PLAN

The following sections are set out with quick guides to content, language and strategies for
each year level. The left hand page specifies the essential learning from the Western Australian
Curriculum, along with strategies identified by Edney staff as best supporting this learning for
that year level. Where a concept is introduced for the first time, or expectation shifts for that
year level, this learning is highlighted in bold.
The right hand page details the subject-specific vocabulary that will enable students to
access both the curriculum and the Stepping Stones program at that year level. The list is not
exhaustive, but gives a good indication of the content and key areas to be developed.
The content, strategies and vocabulary are to be synthesised into the classroom Mathematics
Program, supported by explicit instruction, hands-on activities, investigations and our Core
Mathematics resource, Stepping Stones. This balance is achieved through the professional
judgement of teachers.
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IN KINDERGARTEN AT EDNEY PRIMARY SCHOOL...
Students have an increased interest in learning mathematics concepts. They
use concrete materials and logical reasoning to solve everyday problems, and
can effectively use language to compare and describe objects and shapes. They
can count to 10, recognise written numerals from 0 to 10, and can subitise and
partition using collections or arrays of up to four. Kindergarten students know
some variations of a circle, square, triangle and rectangle. They show some
awareness of the days of the week and months of the year, but still cannot tell the
time.
BY THE END OF KINDERGARTEN, STUDENTS WILL KNOW AND BE ABLE TO....
• Recognise the numbers
1-10
• Know that numbers are
said in a set order
• Count to 10
• Count using 1:1
correspondence to 10
• Understand starting
point irrelevance when
counting a collection
• Understand cardinal
value (the last number
tells us how many)
• Subitise arrays of 1-6
in dice formation,
and 1-4 in non-dice
formation

• Partition collections of
up to 5
• Describe position
using language such as
behind, next to, under
and in front
• Describe duration using
simple language such
as long and short
• Copy and create an
ABAB pattern
• Continue on an ABAB
pattern
• Recognise and name a
square, circle, triangle
and rectangle

• Sort according to
shape
• Compare and order
objects according to
one characteristic
• Demonstrate language
of comparison such as
more, less and same
• Sequence events in a
day such as meals, or
day time / night time
• Represent data by
showing/sorting
objects into groups
• Answer yes/no
questions to gather
data

• Songs for counting
• Class display
• Explicit teaching

• Constant language
• Time for exploration

STRATEGIES
• Count using concrete
materials
• Using texts to
reinforce numeracy
concepts
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MATHEMATICS TERMINOLOGY KINDERGARTEN
NUMBER & ALGEBRA
number

count

one

two

three

four

five

six

seven

eight

nine

ten

dice

1st

2nd

3rd

before

after

more

less

same

how many

last

part/part/

subitise

whole

MEASUREMENT & GEOMETRY
square

circle

triangle

rectangle

oval

slow

heavy

light

long

fast

more

less

same

day

short

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

night

Friday

Saturday

breakfast

lunchtime

Thursday

night-time

afternoon

behind

next to

morning

over

big

small

under

STATISTICS & PROBABILITY
pattern

group

yes

no

graph

survey

data

favourite

most

least

IN PRE-PRIMARY AT EDNEY PRIMARY SCHOOL...
Students make connections between number names, numerals and quantities up
to 10. They compare objects using mass, length and capacity. Students connect
events and days of the week. They explain the order and duration of events. They
use appropriate language to describe location.
Students count to and from 20 and order small collections. They group objects
based on common characteristics and sort shapes and objects. Students answer
simple questions to collect information.
BY THE END OF PRE-PRIMARY, STUDENTS WILL KNOW AND BE ABLE TO....
• Count to and from
20, moving from any
starting point
• Connect number
names, numerals and
quantities, including
zero, initially up to 10
and then beyond
• Subitise small
collections of objects
• Represent practical
situations to model
addition and sharing
• Compare,
order and make
correspondences
between collections,
initially to 20, and
explain reasoning

• Sort and classify
familiar objects and
explain the basis for
these classifications
• Copy, continue and
create patterns with
objects and drawings
• Use direct and
indirect comparisons
to decide which is
longer, heavier or
holds more, and
explain reasoning in
everyday language
• Compare and order
the duration of events
using the everyday
language of time

• Connect days of the
week to familiar
events and actions
• Sort, describe
and name familiar
two-dimensional
shapes and threedimensional objects in
the environment
• Describe position and
movement
• Answer yes/no
questions to collect
information

• Constant cues
• Number poems explicit
• Picture stimulus
• Count-on
• Doubles
• Mathematics games

• Drawing
• Number stories
• Collage (for sorting
and patterning)
• Chants
• Gross motor activities

STRATEGIES
• Count using concrete
materials
• Touch each object
• Acting out situations
• Songs and rhymes
(fingerplays)
• Using language
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MATHEMATICS TERMINOLOGY PRE-PRIMARY
NUMBER & ALGEBRA
arrangement
number
after
number track
more than
colour pattern
ten-frame
is the same as
dollars
take away
ones

count
numeral
before
count backwards
more
match
zero
makes
last
matching
ten

difference
quantity
count back
count forwards
number after
quantity
add
total
money
one-half
equal groups

groups
sort
just after
less than
number before
repeat
altogether
cents
notes
part
repeats

match
five-frame
just before
less
shared by
shape pattern
combined with
coins
break
whole
rows

MEASUREMENT & GEOMETRY
above
left
longer
tall
widest
heavier
time
object
days
order
triangles

below
next to
longest
taller
light
heaviest
today
roll
finish
start

beside
right
short
tallest
lighter
mass
week
stack
o’clock
2D shapes

in front of
cubes
long
shapes
shortest
shorter
wider
wide
heavy
lightest
days of the week
day
curved parts
weekdays
full
empty
on the hour times rectangles
squares
circles

STATISTICS & PROBABILITY
compare
survey

data display
possible

match
impossible

sort
likely

graph
unlikely

IN YEAR ONE AT EDNEY PRIMARY SCHOOL...
Students describe number sequences resulting from skip counting by 2s, 5s, and
10s. They identify representations of one half. They recognise Australian coins
according to their value. Students explain time durations. They describe twodimensional shapes and three-dimensional objects. Students describe data
displays.
Students count to and from 100 and locate numbers on a number line. They carry
out simple additions and subtractions using counting strategies. They partition
numbers using place value. They continue simple patterns involving numbers and
objects. Students order objects based on lengths and capacities using informal
units. They tell time to the half hour. They use the language of direction to move
from place to place. Students classify outcomes of simple familiar events. They
collect data by asking questions and draw simple data displays.

BY THE END OF YEAR ONE, STUDENTS WILL KNOW AND BE ABLE TO....
• Count a collection
of 10 objects and
demonstrate
conservation of
number (trust the
count)
• Demonstrate the 1-10
counting sequence,
and order objects
using positional
language (1st, 2nd,
3rd etc)
• Demonstrate addition
number facts to 10
• Recognise, model,
read, write and order
numbers to at least
100 from any starting
point

STRATEGIES
• Sequencing
• Counting on
• Front loading
(rearranging parts)
• Number bonds to 10
• Skip counting: 2s, 5s
and 10s
• +1
• Partitioning (place
value)
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• Skip count to 100 by
2s, 5s and 10s
• Use a number line,
with varied start points
• Complete simple,
single digit addition
and subtraction
problems, including
repeated addition and
subtraction
• Be able to identify all
Australian coins and
corresponding values
• Identify and represent
a half and a quarter
• Recognise and name
common 2D and 3D
shapes and classify
them according to
obvious features

• Speak about time
and duration using
appropriate language
and demonstrate
analog time to the
half hour
• Demonstrate basic
measurement concepts
such as length and
capacity using
arbitrary and standard
units
• Name and represent
data using basic
displays - bar graph,
pie chart, venn
diagram

MATHEMATICS TERMINOLOGY YEAR ONE
NUMBER & ALGEBRA
between
least
number name
second
total
number story
greater
coin
least
teen
one hundred
count on

compare
less
number track
shapes
addition
addition symbol
is equal to
cost
matching
two-digit number
ones place
part

expander
less than
numeral
ten-frame
add
balances
the same as
dollar symbol
money
strategy
even
related facts

first
more than
ones
tens
plus
compare
cent symbol
dollars
position
double
fact families

greatest
number
order
third
number sentence
equals symbol
cents
largest
price
turnaround fact
count back

MEASUREMENT & GEOMETRY
afternoon
hour
minute hand
start
weekend
almost full
half empty
longest
shorter
closed shape
octagon
shape
straight

analog clock
hour hand
month
time
left
empty
half full
narrower than
shortest
corner
parallel
short
triangle

clock
just after
morning
time on the hour
right
end-to-end
long
narrowest
taller than
curve
pentagon
side
days

just before
o’clock
week
map
full
longer than
short
wider than
hexagon
small
vertical
corners
finish

minute
season
weekday
near
gap
longer
shorter than
widest
horizontal
rectangle
square
vertex

STATISTICS & PROBABILITY
fewest
data display
spinner

most
least popular
tally

result
might happen
tally chart

tally
most likely
will happen

bar graph
most popular
won’t happen

IN YEAR TWO AT EDNEY PRIMARY SCHOOL...
Students recognise increasing and decreasing number sequences involving 2s, 3s and 5s. They
represent multiplication and division by grouping into sets. They associate collections of
Australian coins with their value. Students identify the missing element in a number sequence.
Students recognise the features of three-dimensional objects. They interpret simple maps of
familiar locations. They explain the effects of one-step transformations. Students make sense of
collected information.
Students count to and from 1000. They perform simple addition and subtraction calculations
using a range of strategies, they divide collections and shapes into halves, quarters and eighths.
Students order shapes and objects using informal units. They tell time to the quarter hour
and use a calendar to identify the date and the months included in seasons. They draw twodimensional shapes. They describe outcomes for everyday events. Students collect data from
relevant questions to create lists, tables and picture graphs.

BY THE END OF YEAR TWO, STUDENTS WILL KNOW AND BE ABLE TO....
• Investigate number
sequences, initially those
increasing and decreasing
by twos, threes, fives and
tens from any starting
point, then moving to
other sequences
• Recognise, model,
represent and order
numbers to at least 1000
• Group, partition and
rearrange collections up
to 1000 in hundreds, tens
and ones to facilitate
more efficient counting
• Explore the connection
between addition and
subtraction
• Solve simple addition
and subtraction problems
using a range of efficient
mental and written
strategies
• Recognise and represent
multiplication as
repeated addition, groups
and arrays
• Recognise and represent
division as grouping into
equal sets and solve simple
problems using these
representations
• Recognise and interpret
common uses of halves,

STRATEGIES
• Problem solving
investigations
• Making up stories to match
addition and subtraction
sentences
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•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

quarters and eighths of
shapes and collections
Count and order small
collections of Australian
coins and notes according
to their value
Describe patterns with
numbers and identify
missing elements
Solve problems by using
number sentences for
addition or subtraction
Compare and order
several shapes and
objects based on
length, area, volume
and capacity using
appropriate uniform
informal units
Compare masses of
objects using balance
scales
Tell time to the quarterhour, using the language
of ‘past’ and ‘to’
Name and order months
and seasons
Use a calendar to identify
the date and determine
the number of days in
each month
Describe and draw twodimensional shapes,
with and without digital
technologies

• Multiplication and division
with materials
• Using arrays for repeated
addition and multiplication

• Describe the features of
three-dimensional objects
• Interpret simple maps
of familiar locations and
identify the relative
positions of key features
• Investigate the effect of
one-step slides and flips
with and without digital
technologies
• Identify and describe half
and quarter turns
• Identify practical activities
and everyday events that
involve chance
• Describe outcomes as
‘likely’ or ‘unlikely’ and
identify some events as
‘certain’ or impossible’
• Identify a question of
interest based on one
categorical variable
• Gather data relevant to
the question
• Collect, check and
classify data
• Create displays of data
using lists, table and
picture graphs and
interpret them

• Skip counting, both
forwards and backwards
• Missing number problems
• Doubling and halving

MATHEMATICS TERMINOLOGY YEAR TWO
NUMBER & ALGEBRA
add
difference
greatest
just after
number
ones
total
difference
match
turnaround facts
coins
left over

comparing
digit
hundreds
just before
number chart
pattern
value
fact family
number sentence
amount
digits
matching

count back
even
is less than
least
number line
place value
zero
facts
parts
buy
dollar
money

count on
expander
is more than
less than
numeral
steps of
addition
groups
subtract
cent
notes
pay

counting
greater than
is the same as
matching
odd
tens
add
leftover
subtraction
change
greatest
part

MEASUREMENT & GEOMETRY
afternoon
mass
weigh
2D shape
anticlockwise
flip
turn
hexagon
quadrilateral
quarter turn

rectangle
shape
slide
square
triangle
capacity
greatest
length
long
wide

area
surface
curved
edges
face
vertex
left
right
analog clock
calendar

date
days
digital clock
half an hour
half past
hour hand
minute
minute hand
month
morning

o’clock
quarter past
quarter to
second
time
metre
balance
heavy
light
lighter

STATISTICS & PROBABILITY
data
sort
tally
likelihood
possible
graph

data display
sorting
tally mark
line segment
unlikely

picture graph
tally chart
certain
most likely
vote

record
chart
impossible
not certain
data collection

results
display
least likely
picture graph
popular

IN YEAR THREE AT EDNEY PRIMARY SCHOOL...
Students recognise the connections between addition and subtraction and solve problems
using efficient strategies for multiplication. They model and represent unit fractions.
They represent money values in various ways. Students identify symmetry in the
environment. They match positions on maps with given information. Students recognise
angles in real situations. They interpret and compare data displays.
Students count to and from 10 000. They classify numbers as either odd or even. They
recall addition and multiplication facts for single digit numbers. Students correctly
count out change from financial transactions. They continue number patterns involving
addition and subtraction. Students use metric units for length, mass and capacity. They
tell time to the nearest minute. Students make models of three-dimensional objects.
Students conduct chance experiments and list possible outcomes. They carry out simple
data investigations for categorical variables.

BY THE END OF YEAR THREE, STUDENTS WILL KNOW AND BE ABLE TO....
• Investigate the
conditions required for
a number to be odd or
even and identify odd
and even numbers
• Recognise, model,
represent and order
numbers to at least
10000
• Apply place value to
partition, rearrange and
regroup numbers to at
least 10000 to assist
calculations and solve
problems
• Recognise and explain
the connection between
addition and subtraction
• Recall addition facts
for single-digit numbers
and related subtraction
facts to develop
increasingly efficient
mental strategies for
computation
• Recall multiplication
facts of two, three, five
and ten and related
division facts
• Represent and solve
problems involving
multiplication using

STRATEGIES
• Partitioning
• Split strategy
• Jump strategy
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•

•

•

•

•

•

efficient mental and
written strategies and
appropriate digital
technologies
Model and represent
fractions including 1/2,
1/4, 1/3, 1/5 and their
multiples to a complete
whole
Represent money
values in multiple ways
and count the change
required for simple
transactions to the
nearest five cents
Describe, continue
and create number
patterns resulting from
performing addition or
subtraction
Measure, order and
compare objects using
familiar metric units
of length, mass and
capacity
Tell time to the minute
and investigate the
relationship between
units of time
Make models of threedimensional objects and
describe key features

• Create and interpret
simple grid maps to
show position and
pathways
• Identify symmetry in the
environment
• Identify angles as a
measure of turn and
compare angle sizes in
everyday situations
• Conduct chance
experiments, identify
and describe possible
outcomes and recognise
variation in results
• Identify questions or
issues for categorical
variables
• Identify data sources and
plan methods of data
collection and recording
• Collect data, organise
into categories and
create displays using
lists, tables, picture
graphs and simple
column graphs, with
and without the use of
digital technologies
• Interpret and compare
data displays

MATHEMATICS TERMINOLOGY YEAR THREE
NUMBER & ALGEBRA
array
closest hundred
distance
division
equal
greater than
greatest
groups of
multiplication
story
numeral
place value
position

rounded
rows of
three-digit numbers
count back
difference
digits
estimate
minutes more
turnarounds
cent
coins
dollar

money
multiplication
number sentence
products
story problem
denominator
fraction
equal parts
one-eighth
one-half
one quarter
one-third
subtract

four-digit numbers
even number
less than
pattern rule
thousands place
division
division facts
fact family
grouping & sharing
related facts
shared by
addition
double

mental strategy
multiple of 10
amount of change
cash
coins
notes
common fraction
deposit
partitioning
thousands
withdrawal
split strategy
jump strategy

MEASUREMENT & GEOMETRY
after

later

lightest

amount of turn

scale

analog clock

minutes

litre

full turn

face

before

minutes past

measure

map

vertex

clock

time

line of symmetry

route

vertices

clock hands

balance

parallel

grid reference

angle

digital clock

capacity

symmetry

parallelogram

grid map

half an hour

centimetre

area

quadrilateral

3D shapes

half past

heavier

distance

rhombus

model

hour hand

heaviest

square centimetre

pyramid

hours

lighter

sqaure metre

nets

STATISTICS & PROBABILITY
column graph
recording
results table
chance

data
table
Venn diagram
outcome

picture graph
data
least popular

possible outcomes
prediction
results spinner

tally chart
votes
tallies

IN YEAR FOUR AT EDNEY PRIMARY SCHOOL...
Students choose appropriate strategies for calculations involving multiplication and division.
They recognise common equivalent fractions in familiar contexts and make connections between
fraction and decimal notations up to two decimal places. Students solve simple purchasing
problems. They identify unknown quantities in number sentences. They describe number
patterns resulting from multiplication. Students compare areas of regular and irregular shapes
using informal units. They solve problems involving time duration. They interpret information
contained in maps. Students identify dependent and independent events. They describe
different methods for data collection and representation, and evaluate their effectiveness.
Students use the properties of odd and even numbers. They recall multiplication facts to 10 x
10 and related division facts. Students locate familiar fractions on a number line. They continue
number sequences involving multiples of single digit numbers. Students use scaled instruments
to measure temperatures, lengths, shapes and objects. They convert between units of time.
Students create symmetrical shapes and patterns. They classify angles in relation to a right
angle. Students list the probabilities of everyday events. They construct data displays from
given or collected data.

BY THE END OF YEAR FOUR, STUDENTS WILL KNOW AND BE ABLE TO....
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•
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Recall multiplication facts
up to 10 x10 and related
division facts
Investigate and use the
properties of odd and even
numbers
Recognise, represent and
order numbers to at least
tens of thousands
Apply place value to
partition, rearrange and
regroup numbers to at
least tens of thousands to
assist calculations and solve
problems
Investigate number
sequences involving
multiples of 3, 4, 6, 7, 8,
and 9
Develop efficient mental
and written strategies
and use appropriate
digital technologies for
multiplication and for
division where there is no
remainder
Investigate equivalent
fractions used in context
Count by quarters, halves
and thirds, including with
mixed numerals. Locate and
represent these fractions on
a number line
Recognise that the
place value system can
be extended beyond
hundredths
Compare, order and
represent decimals

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Solve problems involving
purchases and the
calculation of change to the
nearest five cents with and
without digital technologies
Explore and describe number
patterns resulting from
performing multiplication
Solve word problems by using
number sentences involving
multiplication or division
where there is no remainder
Use equivalent number
sentences involving
multiplication or division
where there is no remainder
Use equivalent number
sentences involving addition
and subtraction to find
unknown quantities
Use scaled instruments
to measure and compare
length, masses, capacities
and temperatures
Convert between units of
time
Use am and pm notation and
solve simple time problems
Compare objects using
familiar metric units of area
and volume
Compare the areas of
regular and irregular shapes
by informal means
Use simple scales, legends
and directions to interpret
information contained in
basic maps

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Compare and describe two
dimensional shapes that
result from combining and
splitting common shapes,
with and without the use of
digital technologies
Create symmetrical
patterns, pictures and
shapes with and without
digital technologies
Compare angles and classify
them as equal to, greater
than or less than a right
angle
Describe possible everyday
events and order their
chances of occurring
Identify everyday events
where one cannot happen if
the other happens
Identify events where the
chances of one will not be
effected by the occurrence
of the other
Select and trial methods for
data collection, including
survey questions and
recording sheets
Construct suitable data
displays with and without the
use of digital technologies,
from given or collected
data. Include tables, column
graphs and picture graphs
where one picture can
represent many data values
Evaluate the effectiveness
of different displays in
illustrating data features
including variability

MATHEMATICS TERMINOLOGY YEAR FOUR
NUMBER & ALGEBRA
compare
data
dollars
expander
greatest
is close to
is greater than
is less than
least
multiply
nearest hundred

nearest ten
unknown amount
rounding
addition
cost
trade
altogether
equal
fact family
multiplication
difference

place value
price
regrouping
number line
one whole
halving strategy
share equally
sixteenths
eighths
place-value column
ten thousandths

doubling & halving
odd number
even number
division
partitioning
remainder
decimal fraction
calculate
equivalent
factor
factor trees

inverse strategy
multiple
double
halve
algorithm
array
calculate
money
paid
pay
total

MEASUREMENT & GEOMETRY
analog clock

heaviest

longest

tessellation

compass points

digital clock

lightest

perimeter

revolution

scale

ante meridiem

kilogram

polygon

dimensions

isometric gridnet

post meridiem

lightest

scale

interior angle

prism

minutes past

mass

anticlockwise

acute angle

pyramid

minutes to

scales

decagon

obtuse angle

side view

time

celcius

pentagon

reflex angle

top view

balance

centimetre

rotate

right angle

grid reference

cylinder

length

rotation

quadrilateral

path

gram

longer

slide

timetable

pole

STATISTICS & PROBABILITY
chart
counting
most popular
tally
horizontal axis
chance
least likely
outcome

collect
data
picture graph
tally chart
prediction
chance event
likelihood
predict

column graphs
graph
record
table
votes
equally likely
line segment
probability

compare
least popular
result
data display
50/50
half as likely
more likely
twice as likely

conducting
most often
survey
graph
certain
impossible
most likely
very likely

IN YEAR FIVE AT EDNEY PRIMARY SCHOOL...
By the end of Year 5, students solve simple problems involving the four operations using a range
of strategies. They check the reasonableness of answers using estimation and rounding. Students
identify and describe factors and multiples. They explain plans for simple budgets. Students
connect three-dimensional objects with their two-dimensional representations. They describe
transformations of two-dimensional shapes and identify line and rotational symmetry. Students
compare and interpret different data sets.
Students order decimals and unit fractions and locate them on number lines. They add and
subtract fractions with the same denominator. Students continue patterns by adding and
subtracting fractions and decimals. They find unknown quantities in number sentences. They use
appropriate units of measurement for length, area, volume, capacity and mass, and calculate
perimeter and area of rectangles. They convert between 12 and 24 hour time. Students use a
grid reference system to locate landmarks. They measure and construct different angles.
Students list outcomes of chance experiments with equally likely outcomes and assign
probabilities between 0 and 1. Students pose questions to gather data, and construct data
displays appropriate for the data.

BY THE END OF YEAR FIVE, STUDENTS WILL KNOW AND BE ABLE TO....
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
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Identify and describe factors
and multiples of whole
numbers and use them to
solve problems
Use estimation and rounding
to check the reasonableness
of answers to calculations
Solve problems involving
multiplication of large
numbers by one or two-digit
numbers using efficient
mental, written strategies
and appropriate digital
technologies
Solve problems involving
division by a one digit
number including those that
result in a remainder
Use efficient mental and
written strategies and
apply appropriate digital
technologies to solve
problems
Compare and order common
unit fractions and locate and
represent them on a number
line
Investigate strategies to
solve problems involving
addition and subtraction
of fractions with the same
denominator
Recognise that the place
value system can be
extended beyond hundredths

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Compare, order and
represent decimals
Create simple financial
plans
Describe, continue and
create patterns with
fractions, decimals and
whole numbers resulting
from addition and
subtraction
Use equivalent number
sentences involving
multiplication and division to
find unknown quantities
Choose appropriate units
of measurement for length,
area, volume, capacity and
mass
Calculate the perimeter and
area of rectangles using
familiar metric units
Compare 12 and 24 hour
time systems and convert
between them
Connect three-dimensional
objects with their nets
and other two-dimensional
representations
Use a grid reference system
to describe locations.
Describe routes using
landmarks and directional
language
Describe translations,
reflections and rotations of
two-dimensional shapes

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

Identify line and rotational
symmetries
Apply the enlargement
transformation to familiar
two-dimensional shapes and
explore the properties of the
resulting image compared
with the original
Estimate, measure and
compare angles using
degrees. Construct angles
using a protractor
List outcomes of chance
experiments involving
equally likely outcomes and
represent probabilities
of those outcomes using
fractions
Recognise that probabilities
range from 0 to 1
Pose questions and collect
categorical or numerical data
by observation or survey
Construct displays, including
column graphs, dot plots and
tables, appropriate for data
type, with and without the
use of digital technologies
Describe and interpret
different data sets in context

MATHEMATICS TERMINOLOGY YEAR FIVE
NUMBER & ALGEBRA
abacus
approximate
comparing
estimate
factors
greater
greatest
multiples
multiplication
partial-products
partitioning
place value
algorithm

common fractions
decimal fractions
inverse operation
divide
division
dividend
equivalent
improper fraction
mixed numeral
quotient
regrouping
remainder
convert

denominator
numerator
fraction wall
number sentence
one whole
unit fraction
ordering
rounded
subtraction
addition
array
number
numeral

one
tens
hundreds
thousands
ten thousands
hundred thousands
millions
ten
hundredth
missing factor
dollars
cents
common factor

common multiple
difference
total
sharing strategy
value strategy
odd number
even number
trade
division bracket
is the same as
less than
more than

MEASUREMENT & GEOMETRY
days

centimetre

parallelogram

rotated

anticlockwise

hours

decametre

scalene triangle

translated

degree

minutes

dimension

24 hour time

rotational symme-

area

seconds

hectometer

interior angle

try

base

gross mass

kilometres

line segments

cross-section

composite shape

heavier

perimeter

protractor

isometric drawing

cubic centimetres

kilogram

angle

vertex

compass points

square centimetres

scale

equiangular

line of symmetry

reference

apex

mass

equilateral triangle line symmetry

standard time

nonagon

measure

isosceles triangle

clockwise

octagon

reflected

STATISTICS & PROBABILITY
analyse

axis

column graph

data

dot point

fewer than

greater than

horizontal axis

represent

result

tally

tally chart

data

dot plot

table

axis

column graph

data display

estimate

interpret

line graph

plot

points

50/50

certain

chance

fair

good chance

impossible

no chance

outcome

possible outcomes

probability

results

scale

slim chance

IN YEAR SIX AT EDNEY PRIMARY SCHOOL...
Students recognise the properties of prime, composite, square and triangular numbers. They
describe the use of integers in everyday contexts. They solve problems involving all four
operations with whole numbers. Students connect fractions, decimals and percentages as different
representations of the same number. They solve problems involving the addition and subtraction of
related fractions. Students make connections between the powers of 10 and the multiplication and
division of decimals. They describe rules used in sequences involving whole numbers, fractions and
decimals. Students connect decimal representations to the metric system and choose appropriate
units of measurement to perform a calculation. They make connections between capacity and
volume. They solve problems involving length and area. They interpret timetables. Students
describe combinations of transformations. They solve problems using the properties of angles.
Students compare observed and expected frequencies. They interpret and compare a variety of
data displays including those displays for two categorical variables. They evaluate secondary data
displayed in the media.
Students locate fractions and integers on a number line. They calculate a simple fraction of a
quantity. They add, subtract and multiply decimals and divide decimals where the result is rational.
Students calculate common percentage discounts on sale items. They write correct number
sentences using brackets and order of operations. Students locate an ordered pair in any one of the
four quadrants on the Cartesian plane. They construct simple prisms and pyramids. Students list and
communicate probabilities using simple fractions, decimals and percentages.

BY THE END OF YEAR SIX, STUDENTS WILL KNOW AND BE ABLE TO....
• Identify and describe

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
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properties of prime,
composite, square and
triangular numbers
Select and apply efficient
mental and written
strategies and appropriate
digital technologies to solve
problems involving all four
operations with whole
numbers
Investigate everyday
situations that use integers.
Locate and represent these
numbers on a number line
Compare fractions with
related denominators and
locate and represent them on
a number line
Solve problems involving
addition and subtraction of
fractions with the same or
related denominators
Find a simple fraction of a
quantity where the result is
a whole number
Add and subtract decimals,
with and without digital
technologies, and use
estimation and rounding to
check the reasonableness of
answers
Multiply decimals by whole
numbers and perform
divisions by non-zero whole

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

numbers where the results
are terminating decimals
Multiply and divide decimals
by powers of 10
Make connections between
equivalent fractions,
decimals and percentages
Investigate and calculate
percentage discounts of
10%, 25% and 50% on sale
items
Continue and create
sequences involving whole
numbers, fractions and
decimals. Describe the rule
used to create the sequence
Explore the use of brackets
and order of operations to
write number sentences
Connect decimal
representations to the metric
system
Convert between common
metric units of length, mass
and capacity
Solve problems involving the
comparison of lengths and
areas using appropriate units
Connect volume and
capacity and their units of
measurement
Interpret and use timetables
Construct simple prisms and
pyramids
Investigate combinations

of translations, reflections
and rotations, with and
without the use of digital
technologies

MATHEMATICS TERMINOLOGY YEAR SIX
NUMBER & ALGEBRA
common fraction

square number

brackets

missing term

ten thousandths

equivalent frac-

integer

product

missing factor

mental strategies

tions

negative integer

percentage

equivalence

unit fraction

composite number

positive integer

percent

expression

place value

decimal fraction

quotient

improper fraction

remainder

split

factors

denominator

estimate

simplest form

bridging

oblong number

numerator

formal algorithm

regrouping

earnings

prime number

partial quotients

partial product

number line

discount

unique factors

order of operations

calculate

hundredths

common factor

decimal fraction

parentheses

factor

thousdandths

dollars

MEASUREMENT & GEOMETRY
intersecting

rectangular-based prism

area

radius

translation

oblong

Cartesian plane

mass

scale

coordinate grid

perpendicular height

12 hour time

equivalent amounts tessellation

isoceles triangle

24 hour time

timetable

transformations

vertical axis

hexagonal-based prism

elapsed time

temperature

rotation

protractor

pentagonal-based prism

perimeter

circumference

reflection

kilometres per hour

horizontal axis

STATISTICS & PROBABILITY
column graph

compare

data

column graph

table

most popular

result

side-by-side column graph

chance

data

tallies

two-way table

cell

experiment

combination

misleading

table

prediction

probability

tally

conduct

expected frequency least popular

legend

represent

observed frequency outcome
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